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.Abstract 
First we study Zariski-closed subgroups of general inear groups over an infinite field with 
1:he property that their polynomial representation theory is 9raded in a natural way. There are 
"Schur algebras" associated with such a group and their representations completely determine the 
polynomial representations of the original subgroup. Moreover, the polynomial representations 
of the subgroup are equivalent with the rational representations of a certain algebraic monoid 
associated with the subgroup, and the aforementioned Schur algebras are the linear duals of the 
graded components of the coordinate bialgebra on the monoid. 
Then we study the monoids and Schur algebras associated with the classical groups. We obtain 
some structural information on the monoids. Then we characterize the associated Schur algebras 
as centralizer algebras for the Brauer algebras, in characteristic zero. © 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
1991 Math. Sut~i. Class.." 20G05, 20M30, 16G 
O. Introduction 
This paper consists of three parts. In the first part we set up a general theory of 
graded polynomial representations for linear algebraic groups, modeled on Issai Schur's 
classic works [19, 20] on the polynomial representation theory of the general inear 
group GL~(K) over an infinite field K. Our thinking has been much influenced by the 
exposition of Schur's work in Green's monograph [1 1] and we follow Green's approach 
here. In the second part we obtain detailed structural information about certain affine 
algebraic monoids associated with GSpn(K)  and GOn(K), the groups of symplectic 
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and orthogonal similitudes. These groups are the groups of matrices preserving, up to 
a nonzero dilation, a symmetric or skew-symmetric nondegenerate form on the vector 
space V -- K". In the third part we obtain information on the polynomial representations 
of these groups; specifically, we characterize the Schur algebras corresponding to these 
groups as centralizer algebras, in characteristic zero. In keeping with the elementary 
nature of the methods in the last two parts, we avoid the more general viewpoint 
afforded by the language of group schemes. 
Let us describe the results in the first part, Sections 1-3 of the paper. Suppose G is a 
closed subgroup of some GL,,(K) for an infinite field K. By a polynomial representation 
of G we mean a linear representation such that the coefficients of the representation 
are given by polynomials in the matrix entries of G. Associated to the algebraic group 
G is a certain affine algebraic monoid M obtained as the Zariski closure of G in the 
space M,,(K) of all n × n matrices over K. The inclusion map G --~ M induces an 
injection K[M] ~ K[G] which identifies the coordinate algebra K[M] with the ring 
A(G) of polynomial functions on G; consequently the polynomial representations of G 
are equivalent with the rational representations of M. So polynomial representations of 
linear algebraic groups can be regarded as a part of the rational representation theory 
of affine algebraic monoids. 
We are interested here in those G which admit a graded polynomial representation 
theory, by which we mean that the ring A(G) is graded or, equivalently, that the 
defining ideal of M is homogeneous. For such G it is possible to extend Schur's 
original theory. In particular, every polynomial representation f such a G splits into 
a direct sum of homogeneous ones, so one can restrict to the homogeneous case. 
Moreover, the homogeneous representations i  a given degree d are equivalent to the 
representations of a certain finite-dimensional lgebra denoted by S,~(G). In case G is 
the entire general inear group GL,,(K) the algebra S~I(G) coincides with the ordinary 
Schur algebra S(n, d) introduced in Schur's thesis [19]. In general, determining a set of 
generators for the ideal I(M) of functions vanishing on M yields an explicit description 
of Sj(G) as a subalgebra of the Schur algebra S(n, d). The natural action of G on the 
vector space V = K n of column vectors, given by matrix multiplication, extends as 
usual to an action of G on tensor space V ~d. The algebra S~/(G) is isomorphic with 
the enveloping algebra [G] of G in Endx(V'~t). 
The groups GO,~(K) and GSpn(K) are examples of groups which admit a graded 
polynomial representation theory. For convenience, we always assume the characteristic 
is different from 2 in the orthogonal case. As indicated above, it is important to deter- 
mine the algebraic monoid obtained as the Zariski closure of one of these groups. In 
the second part of the paper, Sections 4-7, we show that the associated monoid consists 
of all matrices A such that both A and its transpose At preserve the bilinear form up 
to a common dilation. These algebraic monoids we denote by OM,,(K) and SpM,~(K) 
depending, respectively, whether the form is symmetric or skew-symmetric. Our anal- 
ysis leads to structural information about these monoids, in particular we determine for 
each monoid the G × G orbit decomposition for G its unit group. To accomplish this 
we establish orthogonal and symplectic versions of classical Gaussian elimination; i.e., 
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we show that every element of OM,,(K) and SpM,(K)  may be diagonalized by a 
suitable sequence of elementary row and column operations of a specific type. 
In the ortbogonal case we may define for each n a subgroup GO+(K) of GO,,(K) as 
the subgroup generated by O+(K) = SO,~(K) and the diagonal elements of GOn(K). 
In case n is odd this subgroup coincides with the whole group GO,,(K) but when n 
is even it is a proper subgroup, in fact it is the connected component of the identity 
element. The group GO+(K) also admits a graded polynomial representation theory. 
Thus, for even n there are two natural families of finite-dimensional lgebras associated 
with orthogonal groups: Sj(GO~) and Sd(GO~ +). 
In the third part of the paper, Sections 8-10, we characterize the algebras Sj(GSpn) 
and Sj (GO,)  as centralizer algebras for the action of the appropriate Brauer algebra 
on tensor space, in case the underlying field has characteristic zero. As a result, we 
prove that the defining ideal of the orthogonal or symplectic monoid is generated by 
the formal consequences of the nonzero entries in its defining equation. From this result 
we can describe S~/(GO~) and Sj(GSpn) as subalgebras of $(n,d), in characteristic 
zero. 
We expect that for many G (e.g. G reductive) the algebras Sd(G) are generalized 
Schur algebras and in fact Donkin [6] has already shown this in the case G = GSp,,(K) 
for K any algebraically closed field. Generalized Schur algebras were introduced by 
Donkin in [4] and it is known that they have nice homological properties; in particular 
they always have finite global dimension. See [5, 7 9] for further results in the area. 
In [2], Cline et al. introduced the unifying notion of a highest weight category. From 
Donkin's results it follows easily that the module category for any generalized Schur 
algebra is a highest weight category. Thus, by the main result in [2] generalized Schur 
algebras are always quasi-hereditary. 
1. A graded polynomial representation theory for affine algebraic groups 
1.1. Notation. Let K be an infinite field. Let M,, = M,,(K) denote the affine algebraic 
monoid of n × n matrices over K. As a variety, Mn is isomorphic to affine n 2 space 
and its affine algebra K[M,] is isomorphic to a polynomial algebra A(n) = K[Tij] 
in n ~ indeterminates T~j, 1 <_ i , j  <_ n. We regard T(/ as the coordinate function on 
M~ mapping each element of M,, to its (i,j)th entry; with this identification A(n) is 
the algebra of regular functions on M~. Let A(n,d) denote the K-subspace of A(n) 
spanned by the d-fold products of the linear maps on M,. Elements of A(n,d) are 
homogeneous polynomials of degree d and A(n)= (~d>0 A(n, d). A(n) is a bialgebra 
with coalgebra structure maps A, e defined by 
{ A(Ti/) = ~'~Ti~ Tkj, c(Ti/) = 1 if i = j, ( l )  
k=l 0 otherwise. 
Thus, A(n,d) is a subcoalgebra of A(n), for each d >_ 0. Hence, its linear dual 
S(n,d) = A(n,d)* has the structure of a finite-dimensional lgebra over K (e.g., see 
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[17, 1.2.2]). These algebras, the Schur algebras, are the subject of Green's monograph 
[ll]. 
As an affine variety, the general inear group GL, = GL,(K) is the principal open 
subset of M~ defined by non-vanishing of the determinant. I s affine coordinate algebra 
is the algebra K[GE~] = K[T~j; det(T')-l]. Here det(T ~) denotes the determinant of the 
! matrix T t = (Tij)J<i,j<_,. We regard T~j as the (i,j)th coordinate function on GL,,; as 
such T~; is the restriction to GL~ of T,:/. 
Let A'(n) denote the subalgebra of K[GL~] generated by the T~i, 1 < i, j < n. 
A'(n) is the algebra of polynomial functions on Gin and A'(n) = (~a>_0A'(n,d) 
where A~(n,d) denotes the image of A(n,d) under the restriction map from M,, to 
GL.. As bialgebras, A'(n) and A(n) are isomorphic (via T~j ~-+ T!i). We will identify 
A~(n) with A(n) and A'(n,d) with A(n,d) in all that follows. Whether elements of 
A(n) are regarded as functions on GL,, or as functions on M~ will be determined by 
context. 
1.2. Graded polynomial representation theory. Suppose G is a closed subgroup of 
GL,,. By a polynomial function on G we mean the restriction to G of a polynomial 
function on GLn. Let A(G) denote the algebra of polynomial functions on G. A(G) is 
a subcoalgebra, in fact a subbialgebra, of K[G]. Moreover, the coalgebra structure on 
A(G) is defined by (1) with the coordinate functions replaced by their restrictions to 
G. By Aj(G) we denote the image of A(n,d) under the restriction map from GL, to 
G. Each Ad(G) is a subcoalgebra of A(G). We say that G admits a yradedpolynomial 
representation theory if the sum ~-~d>_oAj(G) is direct. 
In particular, the group GL,, itself admits a graded polynomial representation theory. 
This is clear since A(GL,,) ~_ A(n) and Aa(GL,,) - A(n,d). In contrast, G = SL,, does 
not admit such a theory because in A(SLn) one has the equation 1 = det(T0]sL,~) and 
thus A0(SI,) ~ A,,(SL~) is nonzero. 
By a polynomial G-module we mean a vector space V upon which G acts linearly 
and for which the coefficient space cf(V) is contained in A(G). Suppose now that 
G admits a graded polynomial representation theory. A polynomial G-module V for 
which cf(V) is contained in Aa(G) will be said to be homogeneous of degree d. 
1.3. Proposition. Suppose G admits a ,qraded polynomial representation theory. Every 
polynomial G-module V has a direct sum decomposition of the form V =- (~)a>o V~, 
where for each d > O, Vj is a homogeneous polynomial representation of degree d. 
ProoL This is a special case of [10, (1.6c)]; see also [11, (2.2c)]. [] 
In particular, the indecomposable polynomial G-modules must be homogeneous of
some degree d. 
The linear dual of Ad(G) will be denoted by Sd(G). Since Ad(G) is a coalgebra, 
Sd(G) is a finite-dimensional lgebra over K. Since Aa(G) is a quotient of A(n,d), 
Sd(G) is isomorphic with a subalgebra of S(n,d). 
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1.4. Proposition. I f  G admits a .qraded polynomial representation theory, the cateyory 
of homo#eneous polynomial G-modules of de qree d is equivalent o the category of 
Sd( G )-modules. 
Proof. (Compare with [l l , pp. 10-11].) Any homogeneous G-module V of degree d 
may be regarded as an Sj(G)-module, as follows. Take ~ in Sd(G). Then by composing 
the map 
V G~ Ad(G) ~ V ~ K (2) 
with the comodule structure map 
V ~'~ VGAd(G),  (3) 
we obtain a map from V to V ,~ K -~ V; ~ acts on V via this linear endomorphism 
of V. 
Conversely, any Sd(G)-module V uniquely determines a comodule structure map 
V ~ V ~, Ad(G), which makes V into a polynomial G-module, homogeneous of 
degree d. One easily verifies that these two processes are mutually inverse. 
We have the following general criterion for G to have a graded polynomial repre- 
sentation theory. 
1.5. Proposition. Suppose G is a closed subgroup of GL,, containing the scalar ma- 
trices cI, c ~ O. Then G admits a graded polynomial representation theory. 
Proof. Let Hp~ = {cI: c ~ 0}. The vector space A(G) is a G-module via the action 
(.q. f ) (x )  = f(x.q), f E A(G), x,¢t E G. The restriction to Hn of A(G) is the direct 
sum of the simultaneous eigenspaces 
A(G); = { f  E A(G): h. f -- 2(h)f, all t7 ~ H,,} 
as 2 varies over the set of characters of H,,. The characters of H, are just the 
maps cI ~-~ c d for d ~ Z and the nonzero eigenspaces are precisely the Aj(G) for 
d>O.  [] 
2. Connection with representations of algebraic monoids 
We now explore the connection between polynomial representations of G and rational 
representations of the associated algebraic monoid. As above, we assume G is a closed 
subgroup of Gin. Set M = G, the Zariski closure of G in M~. Then M is a closed 
submonoid of M~ with G as its group of units. If G is irreducible as a variety then so 
is G. 
On the other hand, given any closed submonoid M of M,,, let G denote its group 
of units. Then G is open in M. Moreover, G is a closed subgroup of GL~ and G cM.  
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Any algebraic monoid M which is irreducible as a variety must be connected in the 
Zariski topology. The converse of this assertion is not necessarily true. The reader 
can refer to Solomon's survey [21, Section 2] for these simple facts. The theory of 
algebraic monoids is primarily the work of Putcha and Renner and one can find an 
extensive bibliography in [21]. 
2.1. Commutative diagrams. We have the following commutative diagram of affine 
algebraic monoids, in which all maps are inclusions: 
GL,, ~ Mn 
l 
) 
G ls* M 
This induces a corresponding commutative diagram of K-algebras, in which all maps 
are restriction maps: 
K[GL,,] X[Mn] 
K[G] [~ K[M] 
Recall that for any morphism q~ : X ---+ Y between affine algebraic varieties such that 
the image of ~o is dense in Y, its comorphism ~o* : K[Y] ---+ K[X] is injective. So the 
horizontal maps in the commutative diagram 5 are injective. Obviously, the vertical 
maps there are surjective. The kernel of 7* is the ideal I(G) of functions in K[GL,,] 
vanishing on G. Similarly, the kernel of 6" equals I(M), the ideal of functions in 
K[M,,] vanishing on M. 
The injection :~* identifies A(n) = K[M,,] with the ring A'(n) of polynomial func- 
tions on GL,,. Similarly, the injection /~* identifies K[M] with the ring A(G) of poly- 
nomial functions on G. 
By a rational M-module we mean a vector space V upon which M acts linearly 
and for which the coefficient space cf(V) is contained in K[M]. Such an action is 
equivalent o a rational representation p : M ---+ Endx(V). The category of rational M- 
modules is equivalent o the category of K[M]-comodules [15, 1.2.8]. From the above 
isomorphism between A(G) and K[M] we have the following. 
2.2. Proposition. Suppose G is a closed subgroup of GLn and let M denote the 
Zariski closure of G in M,. There is an equivalence of categories between poly- 
nomial G-modules and rational M-modules. 
Suppose now that I (M) is a homogeneous ideal, i.e., generated by homogeneous 
elements. Then l (M) = (~d>_olj(M), where Iu(M) = A(n,d) h i (M) .  Thus, K[M] = 
(~,~>o K[M],t, where 
K[M]d = 6*A(n, d) = A(n, d)/Id(M). (6) 
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2.3. Proposition. Suppose G is a closed subgroup of G L~ and let M denote the 
Zariski closure of G in Mn. Then G admits a graded polynomial representation 
theory if and only if the ideal I(M) of regular functions on M, vanishing on M is a 
homogeneous ideal. Moreover, in that case we have a coalgebra isomorphism between 
A~t(G) and K[M]d for each d > O. 
Proof. The restriction map fi* is an isomorphism of bialgebras between K[M] and 
A(G). Suppose I(M) is homogeneous. Then fi* induces an isomorphism of coalgebras 
between K[M]d and Ad(G). Thus, the sum of the Ad(G) will be direct by the above. 
Conversely, if the sum ~-~d>_0 Ad(G) is direct then 6*A(n, d) is a subcoalgebra of K[M] 
isomorphic with Ad(G) and K[M] is the direct sum of the 3*A(n,d). It follows that 
l(M) is homogeneous. [] 
2.4. Proposition. Suppose G admits a graded polynomial representation theory. The 
algebra Sd(G) is' isomorphic to the subalgebra of S(n,d) consisting of those ~ in 
$(n, d) vanishing on Id(M) = A(n, d) N I(M). 
Proof. Any ~1 E Sd(G) determines an element 0 of S(n,d), by composition with the 
quotient map A(n,d) ---+ Ad(G). This map q ~-+ ~ is obviously, an injection of Sj(G) 
into S(n,d). Its image consists precisely of the elements in S(n,d) which vanish on 
la(M). [] 
A K[M]d-rational M-module is a rational M-module V for which cf(V) is contained 
in the subcoalgebra K[M]a. 
2.5. Proposition. Suppose G admits a graded polynomial representation theory. For 
an); d > O, there is an equivalence of categories between homogeneous polynomial 
G-modules of degree d and K[M]d-rational M-modules. 
Proof. The equivalence is given by the restriction map V ~ V]c from rational M- 
modules to rational G-modules. E 
When G satisfies our assumption, every finite-dimensional rational G-module is ob- 
tainable from a polynomial G-module by tensoring by a suitable one-dimensional rep- 
resentation. 
2.6. Proposition. Suppose G admits a graded polynomial representation theory. Let 
3 be the restriction to G of the detetvninant character. For any finite-dimensional 
rational G-module V, there exists a non-negative integer m and a rational M-module 
W such that V ~_ 3 -m @ W. 
Proof. The coefficient space cf(V) is a subspace of K[G]. It is finite-dimensional since 
it is an image of V ~ V*. Moreover, K[G] is the localization of K[M] at 3. Thus, 
there is a basis of cf(V) of the form {fl / '~ m', . . . .  fj//fim,} with f i  E K[M] and rni > 0 
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for i = 1 . . . . .  j .  Set m = maxl<i<_jmi. Then cf(V<?2cSm)CK[M]; i.e., W = V:.~6 n' is 
a rational M-module. [] 
Next we observe that if n is fixed in advance, Sj(G) is determined by the isomor- 
phism type of M. 
2.7. Proposition. Let G cGL,, ,  G 'C  GLn be closed subgroups, each a~hnittinq a 
graded polynomial representation theory and containing the scalar matrices. I f  M = 
and M ~ = G ~ are isomorphic as qffine algebraic monoids, then Sd(G) ~-- Sd(G') for 
all d > O. 
Proof. The isomorphism M ~ M'  induces a bialgebra isomorphism K[M] ~ K[M']. 
Hence, A(G) ~-- A(G') and thus we have coalgebra isomorphisms between the H,, 
weight spaces Aj(G) ~-- A~t(G') for each d _> 0. This induces an algebra isomorphism 
S~I(G) ~- Sj(G t) for each d _> 0. [] 
It should be noted that the property of admitting a graded polynomial representa- 
tion theory depends on the chosen embedding G ~-, G1,. For instance, if we take 
G to be the image of GL2 embedded in GL3 via the map A ~-~ [0 011 , then the 
defining ideal of the Zariski closure of G in M3 is not homogeneous. So G does not 
admit a graded polynomial representation theory relative to the given embedding in 
GI-3, even though it does admit such a theory with respect o its identical embedding 
in GL2. 
3. Enveloping algebras and the action on tensor space 
Let p "M ~ EndK(W) be a representation of a monoid M. The enveloping algebra 
[S] for a subset S of M is the subalgebra of EndK(W) generated by p(S). When S is 
multiplicatively closed this is simply the linear span of p(S). 
Set V = K", the space of colunm vectors, with M,, acting naturally, on the left, by 
matrix multiplication. For any d _> 0 one has an action of Mn on the space V Cd, the 
dth tensor power of V, by 
A • (wl ,~ . . . . .  ,~, Wd) = AWl @ . . . . .  ~ Awd, 
for any wl . . . . .  wd E V. Let 4~ be the corresponding representation M~ ~ Endx(V ®d). 
This representation makes V *'~J a rational M,,-module and its restriction to GL, makes 
V '~J a polynomial GL,,-module. We aim to show that S~(G) is isomorphic to the 
enveloping algebra [G], for each closed subgroup G of Gl~ admitting a graded poly- 
nomial representation theory. A proof of  this fact in the case G =Gln  can be found 
in [16, 2.3]. 
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3.1. Notation. More notation is needed for the proofi Let {121 . . . . .  Un} denote the stan- 
dard basis of V = K ~. For A E M~ we have 
A.v j=LT i j (A )v i ,  jE  {1 . . . . .  n}. (7) 
i=l 
Thus, we have 
A • (u j /  ~ . . . . .  @ vj,,) = ~ (Ti~,j~ .. "Ti,.,,j,,)(A)vi, @ . . . . .  ~, t:ij (8) 
in...,il--1 
for j l  . . . . .  j~z E {1 . . . . .  n}. Following Brauer [1], we denote a multi-index ( j l , j2 . . . . .  ja) 
in {1 . . . . .  n} xd by the symbol [j]. As in [11], the set {1 . . . . .  n} ×a of all multi-indices 
for given n,d will be denoted I(n,d). For [j] E I(n,d) we set vU] = vj, ~, . . - ,~ vj,~ and 
for a pair [i], [j] of  multi-indices we set 
T[i],[j] = Ti~,jl ' " " Ti,l,j,l" (9) 
With this notation, Eq (8) takes the form 
A.v[j] = ~ T[i],ljl(A)v[q, [j] E I(n,d). (10) 
[i]d(n.d) 




of M,, on tensor space. 
the T[iljj] we have the 
group Xj on {1 . . . . .  d} 
following equality rule to take into account. The 
acts, on the right, on the set I(n,d) by the rule 
[j]n = (j~(1) . . . . .  j~(~)), n E Sd. (11) 
Similarly, S j  acts on I(n,d) × I(n,d) by ([ i ] , [ j ])n = ([i]n,[j]n). We write [i] ~ [j] 
whenever [i], [j] lie in the same Xd-orbit on I(n,d); similarly, the notation ([i], [ j]) 
([k], [g']) means ([i], [ j]) and ([k], [(]) lie in the same L'd-orbit on I (n ,d )x  I(n,d). The 
aformentioned equality rule is that 
T[i],[j I = T[~q,[/] if and only if ([i], [ j]) ~ ([k],[(]). (12) 
Define elements ~[i],[j] in S(n,d)  by 
1 if ([ i] ,[ j]) -,~ ([k],V]), 
~[i],u](T[k],[/]) = 0 otherwise. 
(13) 
Thus, the same equality rule 12 applies to the ~lil, Ij]. The algebra S(n,d)  is spanned 
by the @l,[J] as [i],[j] range over I(n,d); the set of ~[/l,[Jl, for ([ i] ,[ j])  ranging over 
a complete set of S~-orbit representatives on I(n,d) × I(n,d), is a basis for S(n,d). 
Since M~ acts on V '~d so does S(n,d). The action is described in the proof of 
Proposition 1.4 and takes the following form: 
~.vi j  ] = ~ ~(Tti],lj])v[i ], ~ E S(n,d), [j] E I(n,d). (14) 
[i]d(n,d) 
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We shall denote by ~ the corresponding representation $(n,d) ---+ Endx(V'~'d). The 
main facts about this representation are: first, it is injective; second, its image is the 
commuting algebra End~,,(V ~)  for the place-permutation action of Zd on V ~'d [11, 
(2.6c)]. 
3.2. Proposition. Suppose G is a closed subgroup of G[_~ admitting a graded poly- 
nomial representation theo~2v. 
(a) Ad(G) coincides with the coefficient space cf~(V ®d) and K[M]d coincides with 
cfM(V'~'d), for the action on V ~d. 
(b) In EndK(V °d) we have the equalities [G] = [M] = [Sd(G)]. 
(c) Sd(G) is isomorphic to the envelopinc! algebra [G] of G on tensor space V Gd. 
Proo f .  Part (a) follows from (10). 
As in Proposition 2.4, we identify Sd(G) with the set of ~ C $(n,d) vanishing 
on I (M)•  A(n,d), where iV/ : G. Let (2 denote a defining set of matrices o) : 
(mt~],[j])[i],[j] for I (M)N A(n,d). That is, Ad(G) is the linear space generated by the 
T[i],[j], for [i],[j] E I(n,d), subject o the relations 
cg[i],[j lT[i],[j] = 0, c9 E ~. (15) 
[i],[j]El(n,d) 
An element ~ = Y'~[i],[j]/3[i],[j] ~[i],U] in S(n,d) lies in Sd(G) if and only if 
O3[i],[j] fl[i],[j] z 0,  (D E ~2. (16) 
[i],[j]El(n,d) 
• ~ element. Its image ~P(~) under 7 j is the Suppose ~ = ~'~[~],[j]/~(~],UI -[~l,[J] is such an 
endomorphism of V '3'd given for any [j] E I(n, d) by 
~(~)  t:[j] = ~ fl[i],[j] V[i]. (17) 
[i]El(n,d) 
In other words, the image 7J(Sd(G)) is represented by the set of matrices (fl[i],[j])[i],[j] 
orthogonal, in the sense of 16, to each co E ~2. 
By (10), for A E M, @(A) E Endx(V "~¢'d) is given by 
~(A)vi j ]= ~ Tii],[jl(A)r[i]. (18) 
[i]61(n,d) 
By (15) the matrix (T[i],u](A))[~],[j] is orthogonal to each (o E O and so lies in [Sd(G)]. 
Hence [G] C [M] C [Sd(G)]. 
To finish the proof of (b), we show the containment [Sd(G)] C [G]. For this, it is 
enough to show that any functional on [Sj(G)] vanishing on [G] is the zero functional. 
Let f = ~[i].[j]~'[i],[j]X[i],[j] be a functional on EndK(V~d), where x[i],[j ] takes an 
element of Endx(V ®d) to its ([i], [j])th coefficient. Supposing that f vanishes on [G], 
we have 
7[i],[j] T[i],[j](A) =- 0 (19) 
[i],[j]El(n,d) 
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for all A E G. Thus, ~ 7[i],[j] T[i l ,[ j]  vanishes identically on G; i.e., (7[,],U])[,],[/] is a 
linear combination of elements of f2. Hence, f defines the zero functional on [Sa(G)]. 
This completes the proof of part (b). 
Part (c) is immediate from part (b) and the fact that ~P is injective. [] 
3.3. The commuting algebra. We now consider the commuting algebra EndG(V ~j)  for 
the action of G on V ~a. This is the set of all B E EndK(V ®d) such that Bq)(A) = 
<b(A)B, for all A E G. We have the inclusion 
EndEndc(Va,,)(V Ga) D [G], (20) 
for it is clear that any endomorphism of V ~d commuting with the action of every 
A E G necessarily commutes with the action of [G]. It is desirable to know general 
conditions under which equality holds in the above. One such condition, semisimplicity 
of [G], is well-kalown: if the enveloping algebra [G] is a semisimple algebra, then so is 
its commuting algebra Endc(V ®d) and, moreover, [G] = EndEndMV:~J)(V ~d) (e.g., see 
[23]). Semisimplicity of [G] is equivalent o complete reduciblity of V '~'d as G-module. 
Thus, equality will hold in (20) for any reductive G whenever the underlying field has 
characteristic zero. 
Complete reduciblity of V °a is a sufficient condition for equality in (20), but it is 
not a necessary one. Consider the case G = Gkn. Here, in all characteristics, one has, 
by DeConcini and Procesi [3], the equality End~k,~(V ':~'d) = [KZd] and, by [11, 2.6], 
the equality Endxz,~(V '~d) = [Gkn]. 
4. Monoid analogues of classical groups 
We now describe some groups and monoids associated with the classical symplectic 
and orthogonal groups. These monoids have previously appeared, in the symplectic and 
odd orthogonal cases, in the work of Grigor'ev [12]. Everything we say in this section 
is valid over an arbitrary field K, except that as usual some special care is required in 
the orthogonal case in characteristic 2. We will not consider that case. 
4.1. Notation. As before, let V = K", the space of column vectors, with the standard 
ordered basis {vl . . . . .  vn}. Let ~, is a nondegenerate bilinear form on V, given in terms 
of an n x n matrix J by the formula ~(v, w) = vtjw for v, w in V. The nondegeneracy of
~b means that J is nonsingular. We assume ~b is either skew-symmetric or symmetric; 
in the latter case we always assume the characteristic of K is not 2. 
We consider the group consisting of all linear operators v ~-~ Av in EndK(V) dilating 
~b by a nonzero scalar. This means that for some c c K ×, the multiplicative group of 
K, we have 
~b(Av, Aw)  = c~(v,w),  all v,w E V. (21) 
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In matrix terms the preceding condition is equivalent to the following condition on the 
matrix A: 
At JA=c J ,  cEK  ×. (22) 
The group defined by this condition will be denoted by GSp, (O)  or GO,(O) de- 
pending, respectively, whether ~ is skew-symmetric or symmetric. These groups are 
sometimes referred to as the groups of symplectic and orthogonal similitudes. 
4.2. The monoid determined by a form. We regard the dual space V* of  V as the 
space of row vectors, with standard basis {vtl . . . . .  t'~,}. This convention means that the 
transpose of the linear operator v --, At, (t: E V) is the linear operator z~ ~ ~A (~ E V*). 
We let ~ also denote the bilinear form on V* given by ~(~,fl) = ,2jflt. 
Now consider the monoid consisting of  all linear operators v ~-+ At, (v E V) such that 
both A and its transpose At dilate the form ~ by a common scalar; i.e., for some c E K, 
~9(Av, Aw)  =- e~(v ,w)  and ~9(0~A,/~A) = c~(2,/~) (23) 
for all v,w E V and all 2, fl G V*. In this case c can be zero. The condition (23) on 
a matrix A is easily seen to be equivalent o the condition 
AtJA = c J  = A J  A t. (24) 
By taking determinants we see that c, the coefficient of dilation, is necessarily a square 
element of K. Depending, respectively, whether the form ~p is skew-symmetric or sym- 
metric we denote the resulting monoid by SpM,,(~9) or OM,,(~9). 
For M = SpM,,(0) or OM,(O) we have an obvious multiplicative character Y 
M --* K, the coefficient of dilation, given by A ~-+ c. 
4.3. Proposition. Suppose M is one o f  SpM,(~'),  OM,7(~9) and set G = Z- t (K  × ). 
(a) A E M is singular i f  and only i f  x (A)  = O. 
(b) G is the group o f  units o f  M. 
(c) I f  J J  t = I then G is, respectively, GSpn0P), GO~(~). 
(d) Under the same hypothesis, the kernel  o J 'z  is, respectively Sp~(gJ), O,(~). 
Proof. (a) This follows immediately from condition (24). 
(b) From (a) we see that G is precisely the set of  invertible elements of  M. This 
does not necessarily mean that G is a group, for M conceivably could contain an 
invertible element without containing the inverse of that element. To verify that G is a 
group we need to check that ,4- l  E M whenever A E G. Supposing ,4 E G, we have a 
c ~ 0 such that At jA = c J  = A JA  ~, from which it follows by means of matrix algebra 
that A- I j (A  t) i = c -~ j  = (At ) - J jA  1. Applying the relation (At) - I  = (A -1)t we see 
that (A -1) t jA  -1 = c - l J  = A -1 J (A  - I  )t, proving that A i belongs to G. 
(c) By part (b) it is clear that G is contained in GSp,,(~9) or GO,(~9). To establish 
the reverse containment, it is necessary to show that for any c ¢ 0 the equality c J  = 
AJAt  is a consequence of the equality At jA = cJ .  Supposing the latter equality, we 
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have A- I j - I (A t )  - l  = c - l J  -1, which rearranges to cJ  I = AJ -1At .  By hypothesis 
j -1  = jr, so the last condition takes the form cJ  t = A j tA  t, from which by taking the 
transpose we obtain the desired equality c J  = A JA  t. 
(d) This follows immediately from part (c). [] 
4.4. Choice of defining form. Let ~ij denote the value of the usual Kronecker delta 
function, let j '  = n+ 1 - j ,  and let c i = 1 i f j  < j '  and cj = -1 otherwise. For the rest 
of the paper we assume ~b is defined in terms of the standard basis {th .... .  v,,} of V by 
O(vi, vj) =Oi /  in the orthogonal case (25) 
and by 
~(vi, b)  = ei c~ij, in the symplectic ase. (26) 
We write OM. and SpM., for the monoids defined by this form and we write GO. 
and GSp,, for their corresponding unit groups. These choices have the pleasant con- 
sequence that in each group GO,, and GSp, the set of diagonal matrices forms a 
maximal toms and the set of upper (or lower) triangular matrices is a Borel subgroup. 
It is clear that any scalar matrix A = aI satisfies condition (22) for any form tp. 
Hence, the groups GO,, and GSp, admit a graded polynomial representation theory. 
In particular, we obtain the symplectic and orthogonal Schur algebras Sj(GSp,) and 
Sd(GO,). 
For the purposes of this paper we could just as well replace J by any matrix of the 
form QtjQ where QQt = I. Such a replacement amounts to an orthogonal change of 
coordinates in our underlying vector space. 
5. The G × G orbits: symplectic case 
In this section and the next two we show that the algebraic monoids SpM. and 
OM,,, respectively, equal the Zariski closures in M, of GSp, and GO,. While this 
result may possibly be more easily obtained in case K is algebraically closed, it is valid 
over any infinite field. The argument reveals useful structural information about the 
monoids. Many of the structural results are valid over an arbitrary field, so throughout 
this section K is arbitrary except where indicated otherwise. 
Let K be infinite. Suppose M is any closed submonoid of M, and G its group of 
units. Then G × G acts on M via (g ,h ) .m = gmh - l .  Let T be a maximal toms in G. 
We have inclusions Y C G C M. Suppose it can be shown that every G × G orbit has 
the form GaG for some a ~ T. Then M = Ua~7 GaG must be contained in G. Then 
it follows that M = G and that M is generated by G and T. 
We are going to show that the situation in the preceding paragraph olds for both 
SpM, and OM,. In fact, we will prove a more precise result, specifically that every 
orbit has the form GaG where a is a certain idempotent element in T. So the first task 
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will be to describe the idempotents in T. We consider the symplectic ase here and 
the orthogonal case in the next two sections. 
5.1. Idempotents. For this subsection K is an infinite field. In the symplectic case 
n = 2~' must be even and, according to (26), the defining form ~p is given by the 
block matrix 
. [o ol 
where P is the unique antidiagonal / × { permutation matrix. Let M = SpMn and 
G = GSp,, and let T be the set of diagonal elements in G, a maximal torus in G. 
If A = diag(al . . . . .  an) is an element of 7" then A must satisfy the condition (22), so 
there exists some c E K such that 
c¢0  and ai /a j ,  j, =c  for all j=  1 . . . . .  (. (27) 
It follows that Y is connected as an algebraic group; in fact, T is isomorphic to 
the direct product of { + 1 copies of the multiplicative group KX. Thus, the Zariski 
closure T of T is an irreducible affine algebraic set in Mn. Since irreducibility implies 
connectedness for algebraic monoids it follows that T is also connected. 
We claim that T consists of the matrices A = diag(al . . . . .  a , )  for which there exists 
c E K (here c can be zero) such that 
aj ja j , j ,  = c for all j = 1 . . . . .  : .  (28) 
This condition defines a closed submonoid of M. Denoting this submonoid temporarily 
by S we observe that S contains T and thus S D T. 
To see the reverse containment S C T we will determine the orbits for the action of 
7" on S by left multiplication and show that each of those orbits is contained in T. 
First observe that whenever there exist integers bj > 0 such that 
).(t) = diag(t b~ . . . . .  t b'' ) 
m 
lies in T for every t E K × then by setting t = 0 we obtain an element 2(0) in T. 
Note that the substitution t ~ 0 takes t b: to 0 if bj > 0 and to 1 if bj = 0, SO 2(0)  is 
an idempotent in T. (This method of  producing idempotents has been used extensively 
by both Putcha and Renner; see [21, Section 5] or [18, Chapter 8].) 
Necessary conditions for ).(t) to lie in T for all t c K ×, in view of  Eq. (27), are that 
there exists a constant integer m _> 0 such that bj + b), = m for each j = 1 , . . . , : .  By 
making appropriate choices for the bj's we obtain in this way the following idempotents 
in T. First, the n × n identity matrix I /,, and the n × n zero matrix f0. Second, the 
block matrices of the form 
0] k_ l, : ,  
f~- -  0 ' " "  
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together with any matrix obtainable from one of these by applying any number of 
operations of the special form: interchange the diagonal entry in the jth position with 
the diagonal entry in the f th  position. 
Now it is easy to see that the set of idempotents in S is precisely the same as the 
set of idempotents listed above, and that every T-orbit in S contains an idempotent. 
This proves that each orbit lies in T and hence that S CT.  This finishes the proof 
that T = S. Note that from Eq. (24) it follows that T consists precisely of the set of 
diagonal elements of M. 
5.2. Symplectic linear algebra. In this subsection K is an arbitrary field, except where 
indicated otherwise. We will now identify certain basic operators in the group GSp~ 
which will determine a set of elementary ,~vmplectic row and column operations. We 
are going to show that any matrix in SpM,, is equivalent, via a succession of these 
operations, either to the identity matrix In or to one of the idempotents fk ,  k = 0,.. . ,  {. 
We begin by identifying a set of elementary symplectic diagonal operators. Let Fo(c) 
be the matrix of the form 
Fo(C) = cI/ ' 
and let Fs(c ) be the matrix obtained from this one by interchanging the diagonal entry 
in the jth position with the one in the j 'th position. The elementary diagonal operators 
we need are listed below, for c ~ K×: 
Fj(c), 0 < j < (. (29) 
These elements clearly lie in T. Observe that T is generated by this set, although we 
will not need this fact. 
Next we identify the nondiagonal elementary symplectic operators. Let {eij}l<_i,j<n 
denote the set of matrix units; eij is the n × n matrix with a 1 in the (i , j)  position as 
its unique nonzero entry. Given any a E K we write Eii(a) = I + ae,7 for the familiar 
elementary matrix. The remainder of the elementary symplectic operators are listed 
below, where a C K is arbitrary: 
Eo(a)Ej, i, ( a), 1 < i C j < {, (30a) 
Eis,(a)Eji,(a), 1 < i C j  < (, (30b) 
Ei,j(a)Ej, i(a), 1 < i ~= j < (, (30c) 
Eii,(a), 1 < i < {, (30d) 
Ei,i(a), 1 < i < (. (30e) 
It is easy to check that all these operators atisfy the condition given in (22) with c = 1 
and thus belong to the symplectic group Sp~. In fact, they generate Sp,, although we 
do not need to know this. 
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We will use the notation 
(i) ,--- (i) 4- a(j) 
to depict the effect of the row operation corresponding to left multiplication by Eu(a ). 
The above notation also depicts the effect of the column operation corresponding to 
right multiplication by the transpose E~/(a) t = Eji(a). 
We can now depict the effect of the row and column operations corresponding, 
respectively, to left or right multiplication by one of the operators Fj (c)  listed in (29). 
The effect of left or right multiplication by Fo(c) is depicted by 
(i') ~-- e(i '),  1 < i < {, (31a) 
while that of the others is given for 1 < j _< ( by 
(j) +- c( j )  and (i') ~-- c(i '), 1 <_ i 7~j <_ (. (31b) 
Moreover, the effect of left or right multiplication by one of the operators listed in 
(30a) is the same as the corresponding elementary row or column operation (the cor- 
respondence is given by the transpose in the case of a column operation) listed below: 
(i) +-- (i) + a( j )  and ( j ' )  +--- ( j ' )  - a(i'), 1 <_ i 7 L j <_ {, (32a) 
(i) +-- (i) + a( j ' )  and (j) +-- (j) + a(i'), 1 <_ i 7 ~ j < {', (32b) 
(i') +--- (i') + a( j )  and ( j ' )  +-- ( j ' )  + a(i), 1 <_ i 7~ j <_ (, (32c) 
(i) ~-- (i) + a(i'), 1 < i < ~, (32d) 
(i') ~-- (i') + a(i), 1 < i < {. (32e) 
These row and column operations, together with those corresponding to multiplication 
by one of the Fj(c) ,  j = 0, 1 . . . . .  ~, comprise the set of elementary symplectic row and 
column operations needed below. 
We will need the following lemma very soon. 
5.3. Lemma. Suppose A is an element o f  SpM,, of  the Jorm 
['o o] 
where A ~ is an arbitrary # x { matrix. Then A r = cI fo r  some c E K. 
Proof. Put A into Eq. (24) to obtain the block matrix equation 
E'0 El0 °1 
:7['0 o][0:1['0 
and the result now follows by an easy calculation. 
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5.4. Theorem. Let K be an arbitrary flekl. Any element of  SpM,, is equivalent, v& 
a succession of elementary symplectic row and column operations of  the type listed 
in (31) and (32), to either the identiO, matrix 1 or one of  the idempotents fk ,  k = 
0 .. . . .  #. 
Proof. For the proof we will refer to operations of  the form 32(a) - (e )  as operations 
of  type (a) - (e ) .  
Let A C SpMn. If A is the zero matrix there is nothing to prove (A = .)Co), so 
assume A has a nonzero entry. If our nonzero entry occurs in the (1, 1)-position then 
we proceed, otherwise we must arrange this by appropriate row and column operations. 
Whatever ow in which our nonzero entry occurs, we can move it to the first row using 
the appropriate row operation of type (a), (b), or (d). Then if necessary we can move 
it to the first column using the appropriate column operation of type (a), (b), or (d). 
Having ensured a nonzero entry in the (1, 1 )-position, we can now apply an operation 
corresponding to multiplication by Fj(c) for appropriate c to make this entry equal 
to 1. 
Next we use row operations of type (a) with j = 1 to zero the entry in the first 
column of rows 2 through {, at the expense of  repeatedly changing row 1'. Then use 
row operations of type (c) again with j :-- I to zero the entry in the first column of 
rows 2' through {~, again at the expense of row 1'. Finally, a row operation of type 
(e) zeros the first entry in row 1 ~. This makes the first column identical with the first 
column of the identity matrix. By repeating these steps with columns in place of rows 
we can make the first row identical with the first row of the identity matrix. 
Now let 2 < k < { and assume by induction that the first k - 1 rows and columns 
of  the matrix are identical with the first k -  1 rows and columns of  In. If all the rest of 
the entries (those not in the first k -  I rows or columns) are zero the argument stops 
(A = fk - t ) ,  otherwise it continues with at least one nonzero entry somewhere in the 
lower right k' x k' block. We now need to argue that we can make the entry in the 
upper left-hand comer of  this block nonzero without affecting the first k -  1 rows and 
columns. 
So long as our nonzero entry does not lie in the last k -  1 rows or in the last 
k -  1 columns we can use row and column operations of type (a), (b), or (d) to 
move it to the (k,k) position without affecting the first k -  1 rows or columns. On 
the other hand, if our nonzero entry can only be found in the last k - 1 rows or in 
the last k - 1 columns then the Uth row or column is a zero vector and appropriate 
operations of type (b) move our nonzero entry to the (k,k) position without affecting 
the first k -  1 rows or columns. We can make this (k,k)-entry equal to 1 by applying 
the appropriate operation corresponding to some Fk(c). Then we make the kth column 
and the kth row identical with the corresponding column and row of L,  by appropri- 
ate operations of  type (a), (c), and (e), again without affecting the first k -  1 rows 
or columns. At this point we have a matrix with the first k rows identical with the 
first k rows of In and similarly for the first k columns. This completes the inductive 
step. 
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Either the induction stops with some fk with k < { or else we arrive at a matrix 
of the form 
o l 
with A' some ~ × / matrix. By the lemma we have that either A ~ = O, in which case the 
matrix is f / ,  or else A ~ = cI/ with c ¢ O. The latter possibility is evidently equivalent 
to the identity matrix I,,, by a row operation corresponding to left multiplication by 
Fo(c 1). This completes the proof. Q 
This result has a number of consequences which are recorded below. 
5.5. Corollary. Let M = SpM,, and G = GSp,,. 
(a) G is" generated by Sp,, and T; more precisely, G is ,qenerated by the set of 
operators described in (29) and (30). 
(b) For any infinite field K. G is connected. 
(c) M is' the following disjoint union of G x G orbits: 
M= {0}UGf IGU. . .~Gf /GUG.  
(d) Each orbit consists of  the elements of M of a given rank and the possible ranks 
are 0 . . . . .  ~' and n = 2/. 
(e) M is generated by So,, and its set of diagonal elements. 
I 
(f) For any infinite field K, M = G. 
(g) For any infinite field K, M is irreducible in M,,. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from the proof of the theorem. Since the elementary row and 
column operations preserve rank, the proof shows that any element of G is equivalent 
to the identity. Part (b) follows from (a), (c) is a restatement of  the theorem, (d) holds 
since the elementary symplectic operations preserve rank, (e) follows from the theorem, 
(f) holds by the remarks given at the beginning of this section, and (g) follows from 
(b) and (f). 
6. The G x G orbits: Even orthogonal case 
We consider separately the even and odd orthogonal cases. We will prove that in both 
cases every element of OMn is equivalent, via a succession of elementary orthogonal 
row and column operations, to a diagonal idempotent, just as in the symplectic ase. 
From this it will follow, by the remarks at the very beginning of the previous section, 
that OM,, equals the Zariski closure of GO,,, over any infinite field K. Throughout 
this section we work over an arbitrary field K of characteristic different from 2, except 
where indicated otherwise. 
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6.1. ldempotents: even case. Let K be infinite throughout his subsection. We first 
consider the even case. Write n = 2{. In this case the defining form ~ described in 
(25) is given by the matrix 
[0 
J=  p ' 
where P is the ( × # antidiagonal permutation matrix. Let M = OMn and G = GOn 
and let T be maximal torus consisting of the set of  diagonal elements of G. If A = 
diag(al . . . .  , a,,) is an element of T then there exists some c E K such that 
c¢0  and aijaj,j, =c  for all j=  1 , . . . ,¢ ;  (33) 
so T is the same as in the symplectic ase. So T is connected as an algebraic group, 
isomorphic with (K x )/-1, and T is an irreducible affine variety. 
By the same argument as in the symplectic ase (see Section 5.1) we can show that 
T consists of the matrices A = diag(al, .  , a,,) for which there exists c E K (here c 
can be zero) such that 
a/;a/j, =c  for all j=  1 . . . .  , / .  
Again from Eq. (24) it follows that T consists 
of  M. 
(34) 
precisely of  the set of diagonal elements 
Besides the n x n identity matrix l = In and the n x n zero matrix J'0, the idempotents 
in T are again the matrices of  the form 
together with any matrix obtainable from one of these by applying any number of 
interchanges of the special form: interchange the j th  entry on the diagonal with the 
f th .  
6.2. Orthogonal linear algebra: even case. Let K be an arbitrary field of characteristic 
not 2. We proceed to describe a set of operators in GO,,, still assuming that n = 2& 
which determine a set of  elementary orthogonal row and column operations. 
Our set of elementary diagonal operators in this case is exactly the same as in the 
symplectic ase; i.e., for c ~ K×: 
Fj(c), O <_ j < (, (35) 
where Fj(c) is defined as in the previous section. This set generates T, although we 
do not need this. 
The rest of  our elementary orthogonal operators for this case are listed below, where 
a E K is arbitrary: 
Eij(a)Ei,i,(-a), 1 < i ¢ j <_/, (36a) 
Eij,(a)Eji ,(-a), 1 <_ i C j <_ {, (36b) 
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Ei , j (a)Ej , i ( -a) ,  1 <_ i ¢ j < ¢, (36c) 
Pi.i', 1 <_ i <_ {, (36f) 
where 13i, j stands for the permutation matrix corresponding to the transposition which 
interchanges i with j. One easily checks that all these operators atisfy the condition 
given in (22) with c = 1 and thus belongs to the orthogonal group O,l. The operators 
in parts (a) - (c)  above all have determinant 1 and so belong to the special orthogonal 
group 90,l. In fact, SO,, is generated by the elements (a)-(c)  and On by (a)-(c)  and 
(f) but we will not need this. 
6.3. Lemma. Suppose n = 2{. I rA  is an element o f  OM,1 of  the Jorm o] 
where A ~ is an arbitrary { x t matrix, then A ~ = cI for  some c E K. 
Proof. Same as in the symplectic ase. [] 
We will also need the following lemma for the proof of our main result. 
6.4. Lemma. Suppose n = 2(. Suppose that A is an element of OM,1 of  the following 
block form for  some k < f :  
A= 0 * , 
D , 
where C and D are arbitrary k × k matrices. Then C and D must be skew-anti- 
symmetric. In particular, they have all zeros on their anti-diagonal. 
Proof. Expressing J in a similar block form and equating the entries in the upper 
left-hand comer of Eq. (24) gives the relations 
P~D + Dtpk = 0 = PkC t + CPk, 
where Pk is the anti-diagonal k × k permutation matrix. This proves that C and D are 
skew-antisymmetric. []
We now arrive at the main result. 
6.5. Theorem. Let K be any field o f  characteristic not equal to 2. Suppose n = 2(. 
Any element o f  OM~ is equivalent, via a succession o f  elementary orthogonal row 
and column operations o f  a type corresponding to the operators listed in (35) and 
(36), to either the identity matrix I or one o f  the idempotents f k, k = 0 . . . . .  f. 
Proof. We will refer to the row and column operations corresponding to the operators 
in (36a)-(36c), (36f) as operations of type (a)-(c),  (f). 
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Let A ~ OMn. If A = 0 we are finished, so assume A has a nonzero entry. If  
our nonzero entry occurs in the (1, l)-position then we can proceed, otherwise we 
m~ast arrange this by appropriate row and column operations. Whatever ow in which 
our nonzero entry occurs, we can move it to the first row using the appropriate row 
operation of  type (a), (b), or (f). Yben if necessary we can move it to the first column 
using the appropriate column operation of type (a), (b), or (f). Having ensured a 
non-zero entry in the ( I ,  l)-position, we can now apply an operation corresponding to 
multiplication by F3(c) for appropriate c to make this entry equal to l. 
Next we use row operations of type (a) with j -- 1 to zero the entry in the first 
column of rows 2 through /,  at the expense of repeatedly changing row 1'. Then use 
row operations of type (c) again with j = 1 to zero the entry in the first column 
of rows 2 ~ through / ' ,  again at the expense of row 1 ~. By repeating these steps with 
columns in place of rows we obtain a matrix in which the first row and column is 
identical with the corresponding row of In, except perhaps for the entry in the last 
position in each. By Lemma 6.4 those entries must be zero. Hence, at this point we 
have a matrix whose first row and column is the same as the corresponding row and 
column of 1,,. 
Now let 2 < k < / and assume by induction that the first k - 1 rows and columns 
of the matrix are identical with the first k - 1 rows and columns of  In. If  all the rest of  
the entries (those not in the first k -  1 rows or columns) are zero the argument stops 
(A = fa._l ), otherwise it continues with at least one nonzero entry somewhere in the 
lower right k' × k' block. We now need to argue that we can make the entry in the 
upper left-hand comer of this block nonzero without affecting the first k - 1 rows and 
columns. 
So long as our nonzero entry does not lie in the last k - I rows or in the last k - 1 
columns we can use row and column operations of type (a), (b), or (f) to move it 
to the (k,k) position without affecting the first k - 1 rows or columns. On the other 
hand, if our nonzero entry can only be found in the last k - 1 rows or in the last 
k -  1 columns then the k'th row or column is a zero vector and appropriate operations 
of  type (b) move our nonzero entry to the (k,k)  position without affecting the first 
k -  1 rows or columns. We can then make this (k,k)-entry equal to I by applying the 
appropriate operation corresponding to some Fk(c). 
Now we apply operations of type (a) with j = k to zero the entry in the kth col- 
umn of rows k + 1 through ( and operations of type (c) with j = k to zero the 
entries in the kth column of rows 1' through ( ' ,  excluding row k'. These operations all 
change the entry in row k/, This makes the kth column identical with the kth column 
of I,, except perhaps in the (k ' ,k)th entry. Repeating this with columns in place of 
rows we can make the kth row identical with the kth row of I,,, except perhaps in 
the (k,k')th entry. Now we apply Lemma 6.4 to conclude that in fact the kth row 
and column of our matrix must be identical with the corresponding row and column 
of g~. 
At this point we have a matrix with the first k rows identical with the first k rows 
of  I~ and similarly for the first k columns. This completes the inductive step. 
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Either the induction stops with some fk  with k < # or else we arrive at a matrix 
of  the form o] 
with A' some { x ? matrix. By Lemma 6.3 we see that either A' = 0, in which case our 
matrix is fz ,  or else A' --- cl/ with c ¢ 0. The latter possibility is evidently equivalent 
to the identity matrix ln, by a row operation corresponding to left multiplication by 
Fo(e-1). This completes the proof. [] 
By essentially the same argument as in the symplectic ase, we have the following 
set of consequences of the theorem. 
6.6. Corollary. Suppose n = 2{. Let M = OM~ and G = GO,,. 
(a) G is ~tenerated by 0,, and T; more precisely, G is generated by the set of 
operators described in (35) and (36). 
(b) M is the jbllowing disjoint union o[' G x G orbits: 
M = {0} U G)CiG U . . -  U Gf /G  U G. 
(c) Each orbit consists of the elements of  M of a given rank and the possible ranks 
are 0 .. . . .  ~ and n. 
(d) M is generated by 0,, and its set of diagonal elements. 
(e) I f  K is infinite, M = G. 
Note that in this case for K infinite we do not claim that G is connected nor do we 
claim that M is irreducible. Indeed, OM2 has the following decomposition: 
o 2F, ,]u[, ,] 
and so is reducible as an affine variety. This implies that its group of units GO2 is not 
connected. Note that OM2 is connected even though not irreducible. 
6.7. The connected component and its closure. Assume that K is infinite. For the sake 
of completeness we now describe the orbit decomposition of the Zariski closure of 
the connected component of  GO~, assuming n is even. As we will see below, GOn 
is always connected in case n is odd, so this issue arises only in the even case. 
Any element A of  On satisfies the equation AtjA : J, from which it follows that its 
determinant detA is 1 or -1 .  Setting O, + = {A E O,,: detA = 1} = SO,, and 0,7 = 
{A E O,, : det A = - 1 } we have O,, = 0,7 U On which gives the decomposition of  Or 
into its connected components. Let GO,7 be the subgroup of GOn generated by T and 
0,7. One may easily check that T normalizes O +. Hence, by e.g. [14, Corollary 7.4] 
we see that GO, + is a closed subgroup; moreover, it is connected since both T and 
O + are connected. So GO + is the connected component of the identity in GO~. 
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Now define OM + to be the Zariski closure of GO,-,. Then OM + is an irreducible 
algebraic monoid and GO + its group of  units. By [18] we know that OM + is generated 
I 
by T and O +. Let G : GO + . It follows from the above results that the G × G orbit 
decomposition of OM + has the following form: 
OM~ = {0} u Gf,  G u . . .  u Gf ,  GU G. (37) 
Note that for n even O ,, is a proper submonoid of  O[VI,,: the elements PLi' of (36f) 
lie in OM,  but do not belong to OM, +. Similarly, we see that GO, + is a proper 
subgroup of  GO,, for any even n. 
Since the diagonal elements of GO,  are the same as those of  GO +, it is clear 
that the group GO + contains the scalar matrices and thus admits a graded polynomial 
representation theory (see Proposition 1.5). By applying Proposition 2.4 we see that 
the proper inclusion GO + C GO,, yields an identification of S~/(GO~-) with a proper 
subalgebra of S j (GO, ) .  
7. The G x G orbits: Odd orthogonal case 
As above, throughout his section K is an arbitrary field of characteristic different 
from 2, except where indicated otherwise. 
7.1. ldempotents: odd case. Assume in this subsection that K is infinite. We turn now 
to the odd orthogonal case. Write n = 2~ + 1. In this case the defining form 4/is given 
by the matrix [00 ] 
J=  0 1 
P 0 
with P is the ¢ × g' antidiagonal permutation matrix as above. Let M = OM,  and 
G = GO,, and let T be the maximal toms consisting of the set of diagonal elements 
of  G. If A = diag(aj . . . . .  a , )  is an element of T then there exists some c E K such 
that 
c¢0  and ajTaj, j, =c  for all j=  l . . . . .  {+I .  (38) 
In particular, this forces c to be a square: it equals the square of the middle element 
a/+l./+l. It follows that T is connected as an algebraic group. To see this, observe 
that the first ? + 1 positions of A = diag(al . . . . .  a,,) may be filled by arbitrary nonzero 
elements of K and then c and the rest of  the entries are determined. Hence, T is 
isomorphic with the direct product of { + 1 copies of K × and the connectedness of T 
I 
follows. From this it follows that T is an irreducible affine variety. 
By an argument similar to the one given in the symplectic ase (see Section 5.1) we 
can show that 7 consists of the matrices A = diag(al . . . . .  an) for which there exists 
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c E K (here c can be zero) such that 
a ljai,s,-~c for all j=  1 .... ,{+ 1. (39) 
Again from Eq. (24) it follows that T consists precisely of the set of diagonal elements 
of M. 
Besides the n × n identity matrix 1 = I,, and the n × n zero matrix f0, the idempotents 
in T are again the matrices of the form 
'f~ = 0 . . . . . .  
together with any matrix obtainable from one of these by applying any number of  
interchanges of  the special form: interchange the jth entry on the diagonal with the 
jlth. 
7.2. Orthogonai linear algebra: odd case. We proceed to describe a set of operators in 
G = GO, which determine a set of elementary orthogonal row and column operations 
in this case. 
Our set of  elementary diagonal operators, somewhat different in the odd case, are 
given below, for a ~ K×: 
Hj(a), O<j  </ ,  (40) 
where Ho(a) is given by 
Ho(a) = a 0 , 
0 a:I/ 
and Hi(a) is obtained from Ho(a) by multiplying its jtb row by a and its f th  row by 
a - l .  These operators all lie in T. They generate T although we will not make use of  
this fact. 
The rest of our elementary orthogonal operators for this case are listed below, where 
a E K is arbitrary: 
E,j(a)Ej,i,(-a), 1 < i • j < / ,  (41a) 
Ei/(a)Ej i ,(-a),  1 <_ i C j < t', (41b) 
Ei,j(a)Ej, i ( -a),  1 <_ i ¢ j < (, (41c) 
Ei./+l(a)E/-l. i ,(-a), 1 <_ i <_ (, (41d) 
E/+t,i(a)Ei, /+l(-a),  1 < i < {. (41e) 
One easily checks that these operators atisfy the condition given in (22) with c = 1 
and thus belong to O~; in fact, they all have determinant 1 and so belong to SOn. 
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7.3. Lemma. Suppose n = 2{+ 1 and let a ¢ K. I rA is an element oJ" OMn of the 
f ornJ 
o o] 
a 0 , 
0 A ~ 
where A ~ L~" an arbitrary { × / matrix, then A ~ = a?l. 
Proof. Put A into Eq. (24). 
We still have the following, obtained by the same argument as in the even orthogonal 
case. 
7.4. Lemma. Suppose that A is an element of OM, of the followin9 block form for 
some k < ¢: 
A= 0 * 
D * 
where C and D are arbitrary k × k matrices. Then C and D must be skew-anti- 
symmetric. In particular, they have all zeros on their anti-dia#onal. 
7.5. Theorem. Let K be an), field of characteristic different Jhom 2. Suppose n = 
2{ + 1. Any element of OM,, is equivalent, via a succession of elementary orthogonal 
row and column operations of a type corresponding to the operators listed in (40) 
and (41 ) to either the identity matrix I or one of the Mempotents fk, k = 0 .....  {. 
Proof. The proof in this case is similar to the proof in the even case. In this case 
we have operations of  type (a) - (e)  corresponding to the operators (41 a)-(41 e). The 
essential difference in the argument is that we must find a replacement for type (f) 
operations in the above. That replacement is achieved by applying an operation of type 
(c) twice in succession, to move an entry from row i' to row i by moving it through 
lhe middle row, similarly for columns. We can also move entries from row or column 
i to row or column i ~ using a type (d) operation twice in succession. We use type 
(e) operations to zero entries in the middle row or column when necessary. This issue 
did not arise in the even case. And we must use Lemma 7.3 to replace the former 
use of  Lemma 6.3 in the appropriate place in the argument. The modified argument 
then produces a matrix of the block diagonal form diag(I,,a, a21/) which gives the 
idempotent f /  in case a = 0 and which in case a ~ 0 is equivalent by multiplication 
by Ho(a -~) to 1,,. We leave the details to the reader. 
By essentially the same argument as in the symplectic ase, we have the following 
set of consequences of the theorem. 
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7.6. Corollary. Suppose n = 2{ + l. Let M = OM,, and G = GO,,. 
(a) G is generated by SO,, and T; more precisely, G is generated by the set of 
operators described in (40) and (41). 
(b) I f  K is infinite, G is connected. 
(c) M is the Jollowin9 disjoint union oJ" G × G orbits: 
M = {O}UGf IGU. . -UGf /GUG.  
(d) Each orbit consists of  the elements of M of a given rank and the possible ranks 
are 0 . . . . .  ( and n. 
(e) M is generated by SO~ and its set of diagonal elements. 
(f) I f  K is infinite, M = G. 
(g) I f  K is infinite, M is irreducible in M~. 
8. Brauer's Braid algebras 
In his 1937 paper [1], Richard Brauer introduced certain finite-dimensional gebras, 
nowadays known as the Brauer algebras, in order to describe orthogonal and symplectic 
invariants. In this section we outline the construction of  these algebras and describe 
some of their elementary properties. 
8.1. Construction of the generic algebras. Let K be an arbitrary commutative ring 
(with identity), x an indeterminate, and K[x] the ring of polynomial expressions in 
x. We begin by defining a K[x]-algebra ~d(x) (denoted by ~a(x)K if we need to 
make the base ring explicit) for each nonnegative integer d. We more or less follow 
the approach of Hanlon and Wales [13]. 
Fix an integer d >_ 0. For d = 0, set .~j(x) = K[x]. For d > 0, a K[x]-linear basis 
of .~d(x) is given by the set of all d-diagrams. A d-diagram is a graph A of 2d vertices 
and d edges such that each vertex is incident to precisely one edge. The vertices are 
conventionally arranged in two rows of d vertices each, one directly above the other. 
Let t(A) and b(A) denote, respectively, the top and bottom rows of a diagram A. Edges 
joining vertices within each row are said to be horizontal, while edges joining a vertex 
in t(A) with one in b(A) are said to be vertical. 
It is clear that we have 2d - 1 possibilities to join the first vertex with another one, 
then 2d - 3 possibilities for the next one, and so forth. Thus the dimension of Nj(x)  
is 1 • 3 • 5 . . .  (2d - 1) = (2d)!//(2Jd!). 
To describe the multiplicative structure of ~a(x), suppose A i and A2 are d-diagrams. 
Place A I directly above A2 and identify vertices in t(A2) with the corresponding vertices 
in b(A1). The resulting graph consists of d paths the endpoints of which are in t(A1)tO 
b(Zl2) , along with a certain number 7 of cycles adjacent only to vertices in the middle 
row. Let A be the d-diagram the edges of which are identified with the paths in this 
graph. Then the product of  A1 and A2 is At A2 = x:' A. With this multiplication, .~d(x) 
is an associative K[x]-algebra. 
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For any element k E K we obtain a K-algebra ~d(k) by replacing x by k. More 
precisely, ~a(k) has a K-basis labelled by the same d-diagrams. The multiplica- 
tion in .~d(k) is the same as in .~d(X) except that every occurrence of x is re- 
]placed by k. In particular, given any integer n we write ~d(n) for the K-algebra 
~j(n-la~). 
The algebra ~d(n) is one of the algebras described by Brauer in the case when 
K is a field of characteristic zero. The d-diagrams in ~d(n) correspond precisely 
with a set of basic invariants for the orthogonal group O,,. Brauer defined another 
algebra, very closely related to ~d(n), which he used to describe the invariants for 
the symplectic group Spn. Recently, Hanlon and Wales [13, Theorem (2.10)] ob- 
served to that this symplectic version of Brauer's algebra is naturally isomorphic to 
the algebra .~d(-n) obtained from the generic algebra .~t(x) by specializing x to 
-n .  1K. 
Note that for each commutative ring K the K[x]-algebra :~d(X)K is obtainable from 
the 2[x]-algebra .~d(x)z by base change 
.~J(X)K ~-- .~d(X)z ®Z K; (42) 
i.e., the family {-Nd(X)K}K of algebras is defined over 2[x]. 
Note also that we may specialize x to any integer n and obtain a Z-order .Na(n)z 
in .Nd(n)~. It is clear that we have algebra isomorphisms 
.~d(n)~ '~'2 K ~ ~d(n)x (43) 
for any commutative ring K, 
8.2. Action on tensor space. Let K be a field. Let V be any n-dimensional vector 
space over K, endowed with a nondegenerate bilinear form ~b. Let vl .... , v,, be a basis 
'* be its dual basis relative to the form ~. A d-diagram A acts of V and let v* .... .  v n
on V ®d by the rule 
A .viii = ~ A([i],[j])vb3 , (44) 
[i]G[(n,d) 
where, for each [i],[j] E I(n,d), A([i],[j]) is obtained by the following two-step 
process. 
Step 1: Label the vertices in t(A) from left to right with vi ...... vi,~ and label the 
vertices in b(A) from left to right with v* v* Jl ' " " " ' )d"  
Step 2: The entry A([i],[j]) is the product, over the edges e of A, of the scalar 
products ¢(g,h), where g, h are the labels on the vertices of the edge e, ordered in 
such a way that g is to the left of h if e is horizontal and g belongs to t(A), h to b(A) 
if e is vertical. 
By linear extension, this defines a K-linear map ~d(k) --+ Endx( V '~d) for any k E K. 
In particular, we obtain K-linear maps 
~d(n) --~ EndK( V •a) (45) 
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and 
.Nd (-- n ) ---+ Endx ( V Od ) (46) 
by specializing to n-1X and -n.  1X. Brauer verified that the map (45) is a representation, 
provided that the form 0 is symmetric. By combining Brauer's results with those of 
Hanlon and Wales, we see that (46) is a representation in case the form ~ is skew- 
symmetric. 
8.3. Generators. The algebra .~d(x) contains a subalgebra isomorphic to KZd; this is 
the subalgebra generated by the d-diagrams with no horizontal edges. Such diagrams 
correspond naturally to permutations of { 1 . . . . .  n}, so we shall refer to such a diagram 
as a permutation. One easily sees (as observed in [1]) that ,~Ad(X) is generated by the 
permutations together with the single additional diagram 
II I • • t 
and so the same is true of ~d(n) and ~d(-n) .  
(47) 
9. Symplectic Schur algebras 
The symplectic monoid SpM, and the Brauer algebra ;~d(-n) each centralize the 
other in tensor space whenever the base field has characteristic zero. After establishing 
this double centralizer property, we show that the defining ideal of the symplectic 
monoid is the ideal generated by the consequences of eliminating the coefficient of 
dilation from the defining equation. From this we obtain an explicit description of the 
symplectic Schur algebras Sd(GSp,,) as subalgebras of S(n, d). Except where otherwise 
indicated, K is an infinite field of arbitrary characteristic. 
9.1. Ideal generated by consequences of the defining equation. Recall that the sym- 
plectic form 0 is defined, as in (26), by the matrix J = (£,(~i,j')l<_i,j<n and that SpM. 
consists of those A E M,, satisfying condition (24). In terms of matrix coordinates 
A = (aU)l<_i,j<_n this condition on A is equivalent to the set of conditions 
t l  t l  
~ai ,  kgkajA:, = c~idi,/, = ~ak,  igt~ak,,j (1 < i, j <_ n). (48) 
k I k--I  
Eliminating the parameter c in the above leads to the following set of conditions, 
equivalent to (48): 
n 
~ekai,~ajA-, = 0 (1 _< i ¢ f _< n), (49a) 
k- I  
~ekak, iak,.j = 0 (1 < i C j '  <_ n), (49b) 
k-1  
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t/ 
~ck(ai ,  kai,,k, - ak, jak,,j,) = 0 (1 <_ i, j < n). (49c) 
k=l  
Let F = F (SpM, )  denote the ideal in A(n) = K[Tij] generated by the corresponding 
set of elements: 
7l R 
~zkTi ,  kTj, k,, }-~ckTk.iTk,,j (1 <_ i :~j '  _< n), (50a) 
k=l  k=l  
~ck(Ti ,  kTi,.k, - Tk,jTk, j,) (1 _< i, j < n). (50b) 
k=l  
The variety SpM~ is the zero set of F, so by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz the ideal I = 
l ($pM~) consisting of all functions in A(n) = K[M~] vanishing on SpM~ is equal to 
the radical of F. We have a decomposition I' = (~J_>2 l j ,  where 1~ is the linear space 
spanned by all: 
t/ 
}--~ejT(i,,i,,i,,...,i,,),~j,j,,k~,...,k,,) (il =/= {2), (51a) 
j= l  
n 
EgjT(j,j',i3,...,i,t),(k,,k2,k;,...,h-,l) (kl ¢ k~), (51b) 
j= l  
n 
~-~ej(T(i~,il,i~,...,i,,)(/j' k, ... k ) - T(/j ,  i ..... i )(k, k I/~-~ ... k )) (51c) 
j=l 
in terms of the notational conventions introduced in 3.1. 
We now describe the commuting algebra of the Brauer algebra ~ j ( -n ) .  This result 
is similar to the symplectic version of a result of Brauer [l, Theorem, p. 870]. 
9.2. Proposition, An endomorphism v[k] ~ ~[ilb[il,[klV[i] in End~(V ®a) belongs to 
End~j(_~l(V ~d) i f  and only if 
b[il,[k] = b[i]~,[~l. Jbr all rc E Xd (52) 
and the following set of conditions holds: 
t~ 
~ejb(j4,,i~,...,i~),(k,,k2,k3,...,k,~ ) = 0 (kl ¢ k~), (53a) 
i= 1 
n 
~-b . . . . . .  ~ = t2), (53b) ~j  0,,,2,,~ ...... ),(;,j, 3,...,x,) 0 (ii ¢ "' 
j=l 
tl t/ 
~ c jb( ),j,,i;,...,i,, ),~k,,ki,~3,...,kj) = ~ gjb(i,,i',i~,...,ij ),(,j,,k~,....kj ) 
j= l  j= l  
for all [i],[k] E ](n,d). 
(53c) 
Proof. We use the fact (see 8.3) that ~d( -n )  is generated by the permutations and 
the diagram (47). The given endomorphism commutes with the action of permutations 
if and only if the condition (52) holds. It remains only to work out the conditions 
under which it commutes with the action of the diagram (47). 
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The [i], [j] entry of the matrix representing the action of (47) on V #~'~ is given by 
~t(t,i,, vie )0(vj*, v* )0(t'~,, t:; ) . . .  0(vh, v~., ) (54) 
which has the value e,, g}i,.iSj 5j,,j;(5~ j~. . .  0,,~4, ,). From this we see that our endomor- 
phism commutes with the diagram (47) if and only if the equality 
e,,di,,i'~gji6ii,j~(cSi3 / ' '  . Oi,.,,jj ) b[il,[kl 
[j]d(n,d) 
= ~ b(i],[j] -Zj, ~)j,,/',~-k, 5k,,k~(a,j3,k~ "'" Oj , / , l . . j )  (55)  
[j]El(n,d) 
holds for all [i], [k] in I(n,d). The analysis breaks naturally into four cases: 
(1) i, # i'~ and kt ¢ k~'; 
(2) il = i~ and k, ¢ k~; 
" and kl = k~'; (3) ij ¢ t  2 
"1 I (4) il =t  2 andkl  =k  2. 
In case (1) both sides of Eq. (55) are zero. In case (2), (55) becomes 
g i, (~il .i; ~ ~" /, ~jl ,.]; ( Si3,J ", "'" (~i,,,j~t ) b[j],[k ] = 0 
[/] 
which is equivalent with condition (53a). Similarly, m case (3), Eq. (55) is equivalent 
to condition (53b) and in case (4) is equivalent o condition (53c). [] 
9.3. Corollary. For aH d >_ 0 we have: 
(a) The actions of  :N j ( -n)  and SpM,~ on tensor space V '~d commute. 
(b) The equalities [SpM,] = [GSp,]  = [Spn] = End~,~(-n)(V *'d) hold whenever K 
has characteristic zero. 
(c) The isomorphism S j (GSp, )  ~ End~j(_,~)(V '>:d) holds whenever K has charac- 
teristic zero. 
Proof. (a) The action of SpM,  on V '~'d is given by Eq. (10); i.e., A acts as the 
endomorphism v[i ] ~-+ ~[ilT[,],lA(A)v[i]. Proposition 9.2 and Eqs. (51) show that the 
action of A commutes with the action of ,#)j(-n). 
(b) Since the action of .Na(-n) on V ~'J commutes with the action of SpM,, we 
have inclusions 
End~,(_,,~(V ~a) D [SpM,,] D [GSp~] D [Spn]. (56) 
Now Brauer [1] observed that in characteristic zero Endsp,,(V 'Sd) = [~a(-n) ] .  More- 
over, in characteristic zero V ~'d is completely reducible. Thus, by Wedderburn reci- 
procity (see the discussion in 3.3) we conclude that 
[Sp,] = EndEndsp, ,(V®,i )(V ®d ) -- End[.,,,,(_n)l(V Gd ) ---- End,,,,(-,)(V ®d ). 
Hence, equality must hold all the way through (56). 
(c) This follows from part (b) and Proposition 3.2(c). [] 
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9.4. Remark. By another application of Wedderburn reciprocity we obtain from the 
above the following equalities: 
[~d(--n)]  = EndspM,,(V '~;d) = EndGsp,,(V ~d) : Endsp,,(V a4) (57) 
in characteristic zero, from which we see that the invariants for SpM.,  GSp,,, and Sp. 
are all the same, since, as observed by Brauer [1, Section 2], the commuting algebra 
End~(V ':~d) determines the G-invariants in V 'zd. [] 
9.5. Theorem. (a) The equality I(SpM,~) = l ' (SpM,)  hoMs over any ,field K 0[" 
characteristic zero; i.e., in characteristic zero the ideal o f  f imctions t:anishin# on 
the varieO, SpMn is generated by the consequences of  eliminatim! the coefficient of  
dilation f rom its defining equation AtjA = cJ  = AJAt. 
(b) In characteristic zero Sa(GSp,,) is isomorphic to the subal.qebra oj S(n,d)  
consisting oJ" those ~ = ~[~],[kla[i].[~] [i],[k] belongimj to S(n,d) and satisj}'ing the 
conditions: 
t l  
Z gja( j./,,i3,...,i,i ),(kl.k2,ks,...,k,D = 0 
.j= I 
0 Z.~g ja(ib i~_,i3,....i, ) ( ],.l',k3,...,k, ) 
j=l 
n 
~gj (a ( j  j '  i ....... ' ).(kt.kl.k; ...,k~) -- a(i ,i~ i~.. . . , i , ) ( j  /' k3,....kd)) = 0 
j=l 
(kl ¢ k;), (58a) 
(il ¢ i~), (58b) 
j o t  all [i], [k] in I(n, d). 
(58c) 
Proof. Write 5~, Sd for the subspace of S(n,d) consisting of the elements vanishing 
on fit = A(n, d) A I', respectively, Ij = A(n, d) N 1. The inclusion I ~ C I translates into 
an inclusion S~I/D Sd. Consider the images of S~ and Sd under the representation 
defined in (14); i.e., the enveloping algebras [Sj~/] and [Sj]. Clearly [S~] D[Sd]. But 
by Proposition 3.2(c) and the corollary above we have equalities [$4] = [SpMn] = 
End~,~(,,)(V~d), from which we deduce that [Sd] is described by the conditions given 
in Proposition 9.2. On the other hand, from Eqs. (51) we see that S~ is the subspace 
of S(n,d) described by the equations in part (b) of the theorem, which is mapped 
by ~u isomorphically onto End~,,.(_~(V~'t), proving that [S~l] = [S~]. This means that 
Sd = 5~ for all d > 0 and thus I = I ~, proving (a). Since Sa ~ Sc/(GSp,) (see 
Proposition 2.4) this also proves (b). 
10. Orthogonal Schur algebras 
The orthogonal monoid and the Brauer algebra each centralize the other in ten- 
sor space whenever the base field has characteristic zero. Once we have established 
this double centralizer property, we will be able to show that the defining ideal of the 
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orthogonal monoid is the ideal generated by the consequences of eliminating the coeffi- 
cient of dilation from the defining equation. From this we obtain an explicit description 
the orthogonal Schur algebras Sa(GO~) as subalgebras of S(n,d). 
The arguments follow along the same lines as those in the previous ection. Through- 
out the section, K is an arbitrary infinite field of characteristic different from 2, except 
where otherwise indicated. 
10.1. Ideal generated by consequences of the defining equation. The orthogonal mo- 
noid OM,, consists of all A E Mn satisfying the condition (24), for J = (6i,j,)l<i,j<,, 
the antidiagonal n × n permutation matrix. In terms of matrix coordinates A = (aij), 
this is equivalent to the set of conditions 
zt ~7 
~-~ai, kaj,  k, = c6i , j ,  : ~ak ,  iak, , j  (1  < i , j  <_ n) .  (59) 
k-1  k=l  
Eliminating the parameter c in the above leads to the following set of conditions, 
equivalent to (59): 
tl 
~ai, kai.k, = 0 (1 < i C j '  < n), (60a) 
k=I  
n 
~ak,,ak, j =0 (1 < iC j '  <n), (60b) 
k=l  
tt 
~-~(ai, kai,,~, --ak,jak, j,) = 0 (1 < i,j < n). (60c) 
k-1 
Let l '  = /~(OM~) denote the ideal in A(n) = K[T,j] generated by the corresponding 
set of elements: 
,'~ tl 
~ Vi, kTj, k,, ~.T~. iTz., j 
/,-=1 k -1  
n 
~-~(Ti, kT , ,  k, -- Tk,jT~, j,) 
(1 _< i C f  _< n), (61a) 
(1 _< i,j < n). (61b) 
k- I  
The variety OM,, is the zero set of I', so the ideal of functions in A(n) = K[M,] 
vanishing on OM, is the radical of I t. We have the decomposition I' = 6~d_>2I,} where 
I~ is the linear space spanned by the following set of elements: 
17 Y .l 
li,.i..,,~,....i,,),(2,j',k~,...,k,,) (il # t2), (62a) 
j-I 
n ! 
~-~T~i./,i, ...i,,.).(~- k~ k, ... k,~) @1 # k2), (62b) 
j - I  
11 
~"~( ' ] ' (1  i~ ia ,i¢ ) ( /  ff k3 • k,) -- T(j./',i3,...,i,,),(k,,l, rf,k3,...,kj))" (62c) 
j - - I  
We now describe the commuting algebra of JA,l(n). Except for signs ey it is des- 
cribed by the same set of equations as for ~d( -n) .  This is similar to Brauer's result 
[l, Theorem, p. 870]. 
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10.2. Proposition. An endomorphism v[k] ~-+ Y'~qi]b[i],[k] viii in Endx(V 'S'a) belongs to 
End~,,o,)(V ~J) tJ and only if 
b[i],[k] = b[i]~,[k]n Jor all ~ E Y,d 
and the jbllowing set of conditions holds': 
tl 
~b~,/,~,,.,~,,t,~k,,<,k~, ,~,  = 0 (/q ¢ k'), 
j= l  
~b{i,,,:,i>.,i,,),(j,f,k3....,k,,) = 0 (il ¢ i~), 
j= l  
/7 n 
Zb( j . /  i~....,ij),(k, I,-~,k,,... £,) ~- ~-~b(i,,il,i~,...,i,),(j,j,,k,,...,k,, ) 
j= l  j= l  





Proof. The argument is very nearly the same as the one given in the symplectic ase. 
The only difference is that the signs cj must be removed from all equations. 
10.3. Corollary. For all d >_ 0 we have: 
(a) The actions of ~d(n) and OM~ on tensor space V ~d commute. 
(b) The equalities [OMn] = [GOn] = [On] = End&ln~(V ~'d) hold whenever K has 
characteristic zero. 
(c) The isomorphism Sj(GOn) ~ End.,&!m(V :~'d) holds whenever K has character- 
istic: zero. 
Proof. (a) The action of OM,, on V ~J is given by Eq. (10); i.e., A acts as the 
endomorphism vii ] ~-+ ~[i]T[i],[j](A)viii. Proposition 10.2 and Eqs. (62) show that the 
action of A commutes with the action of .~a(n). 
(b) The argument is similar to the one given in the symplectic ase. Since the action 
of .~d(n) on V °J commutes with the action of SDM~, again we have inclusions 
End <~o,)(V ®d) ~ [OM,,] D [GQ]  D [O,,]. (65) 
Brauer [1] showed that in characteristic zero, Endo,(V ad) = [~a(n)]. Since in char- 
acteristic zero V #>a is completely reducible, by Wedderburn reciprocity we conclude 
that 
[O,,] = EndEndo,,{v®,,)(V ®d ) = End[.<,in )](V ad) = End&lm(V ~d). 
Hence, equality must hold all the way through (65). 
(c) This follows from part (b) and Proposition 3.2(c). [] 
10.4. Remark. By another application of Wedderburn reciprocity we see that 
[?Aj(n)] = EndoM,(V "~J) = EndGo,(V ®d) = Endo,,(V ~3a) (66) 
in characteristic zero. Thus, the O,,, GOn, and OIVI,, invariants are all the same. [] 
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10.5. Theorem. (a) The equality I (OM,, )  = l l (OMn)  holds' over any field K o f  char- 
acteristic zero; i.e., in characteristic zero the ideal o f functions vanishing on the va- 
ricO, OM,~ is" generated by the consequences of  eliminating the coefficient o f  dilation 
from its defining equation AtJA = cJ = AJAt. 
(b) In characteris'tic zero Sj(GO,, )  is isomorphic to the subal,qebra of  S(n ,d )  con- 
sisting o[" those ~ = ~[i],[k]a[il,[k] ~[i],[~.] belon,qin 9 to S(n ,d)  and sati,~i, ng the condi- 
tions," 
R 
~a /.j, i, ... i ).~- ~, k~..., k = 0 (k~ ¢ k~), (67a) 
,/-I 
t l  
~a i,i: i ...... ,), i/,~,,...,~,) : 0 (il ¢ i~), (67b) 
j - - I  
~'~(a(j,/'.i~,...,i,l,(k,,k;,~~,...,k,,.) -- a~i 'i"~ ' ")(/ ' J '  ~3 ..,k )) = 0 (67c) 
j-I 
Jbr all [i],[k] in I(n,d). 
Proof. Repeat the argument given for the corresponding result (see Theorem 9.5) in 
the symplectic case. [] 
We leave to another occasion the interesting problems of  characterizing the algebra 
Sj(GO 2) as a centralizing algebra and of describing the defining ideal of  OM,~ in the 
case when n = 2/  is even. 
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